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Abstract: Development of Ontology via manual is tedious and time consuming task. Hence, the development
should be either automatic of semi-automatic development. The task of semi-automatic or automatic ontology
development is referring to the Ontology Learning field. Ontology Learning will learn to extract ontological
elements to form an ontology. Synonym identification is one of the important activities in Ontology Learning.
The process of identification can use various methods. Thus, this paper aims to experiment some important
insight into synonym identification by using the seed word patterns. The experiment used two patterns which
relate to the Kaabah and Al-Qiyammah. The pattern has utilized the JAPE pattern in the identification process.
Result shows that the significant terms related to the both synonyms have been extracted. The pattern 1 is
applicable for Hajj ontology and the pattern 2 is more general to be used for the Quranic ontology development.
The extracted terms will then be use for the hierarchy of concepts in the ontology.
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INTRODUCTION has not fully been discover. The ontology from Leeds

The advances of Semantic Web technologies make the Hajj is only a concept and just be a part of a calendar
the process of understanding Quran is easier because it event.  Many  concepts  and  relations  that exist related
can represent the content of Quran as an ontology. The to Hajj can be explored. In fact, the Hajj is a domain
ontology can model the abstraction of Quran into a formal because it has many concepts such as Ka’bah, Makkah,
representation. The formal ontology representation can Tawaf, slaughtering of Hady, Masharil-Haram and also
shared the conceptualization explicitly [1]. Therefore, the relations such as is located, is perform and  is  related.
ontology is widely explored in Quranic area for semantic The development of the ontology most are manually
search application, for retrieve verses and concepts and done. The manual development is time consuming task,
also for a knowledge base [2-8]. As an example, an hence there is a need to use automatic or semi-automatic
ontology has been developed from Arabic Quran approaches in developing the ontology [12, 13]. This
focusing on time in Qur’an. It intentionally develop to approach is known as Ontology Learning. Very little
represent semantic meaning of time in Arabic word time researches attempts to develop ontology from Quran
[4]. The Arabic Language Computing Research at using ontology learning [9, 11, 14]. For instance, the
University of Leeds also has produced the Qur’an research used Wordnet ontology as a model for semi-
ontology [7]. It is a comprehensive ontology which ontology building from Arabic corpus [14]. Another
concentrating the development of concepts, relations and example is Ontology Learning from translated Qur’an for
verse that exist in Qur’an. Their ontology has produced a solat ontology development [11]. It used statistical and
graph with 300 linked concepts and 350 relations. linguistic methods in extracting concepts and relations.

Until now, modeling the ontology from Quran are Relations identification is an important in Ontology
only covered for a few domains such as women, nature, Learning. Methods such as clustering, co-occurrence
solat, time and animal [2, 9-11]. Ontology from Hajj domain analysis   and    linguistics    are   commonly   used   in  the

University still has insufficient concepts.  For  example,
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Ontology Learning [15]. This paper proposed a technique Another example is the used of seed word as a pattern to
to extract synonym relation using the designed Java get another relations. The seed word pattern has
Annotation Patterns Engine (JAPE) pattern. Result shows established in the ontology to extract other relations or
the performance of the extraction using the pattern. concepts [18, 19].

Related Works: Ontology Learning is a field of extracting Methodology: At first, the translated version of Qur’an
ontological elements from text either automatic or semi- verses that relates to Hajj domain have been analyzed.
automatic manner [16]. It can be divided into few layers of Apart from that, other few chapters or surah and a whole
task which are identifying terms, synonym, concepts, Qur’an also are included to be analyzed. It has been
concept hierarchies, relations and rules [17]. Various processed through few steps such as preprocessing,
methods from other established field can be used in the tagging and running JAPE patterns application in GATE.
Ontology Learning such as field like as Natural Language The detail process of synonym extraction can be  shown
Processing, Machine Learning and Information Retrieval as  in Figure 1.
could be used in Ontology Learning [15]. There are two The pre-processing consists of removing certain
types of relations that exist in the Ontology Learning; symbols such as hyphen marks and unnecessary words.
taxonomy and non-taxonomy relations. It also includes replacing the pronoun that referring to

The taxonomy relations can be identified based on Allah. Both steps need to be done before running the
clustering techniques, Lexico syntactic pattern or Natural Language Processing (NLP) to get more accurate
WordNet analysis [15]. Some of the common techniques results. The detail steps of the pre-processing include as
include in clustering are the Latent  Semantic  Analysis, follows:
co-occurrence analysis and Formal Concept Analysis. Remove hyphen marks, symbols and unnecessary
The clustering will find the similarity of terms to be words. The punctuation marks such as Fir’aun,
grouped together. The process will determine concepts or Ka’bah and ‘Umrah to Firaun, Kabah, Umrah. It
construct hierarchy. Another common technique is the also eliminates the hyphen marks such as Al-
relevance analyses. It analyzed the occurrence of terms in Kauthar to AlKauthar. Lastly, the step removes the
a document and also in a corpus. The common relevance unnecessary words such as “etc.” and “i.e”.
measure is the term frequency inverse document Replace any capital pronouns that exist in the middle
frequency (TF-IDF) and language analysis. The Language of verses. Pronouns such as We, His Lord, Him, Me,
analysis involved the Natural Language Processing (NLP) My and Us were replaced by term Allah.
tools which depend on Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging, Process with linguistic features such as: 
syntactic structure analysis, sentence parsing and Tokenizer: splits the text into tokens
dependency analysis. The syntactic structures and text Sentence Splitter: splits the text into sentences
dependency can be produced by POS tagging and POS Tagger: adds part-of-speech information to
sentence parsing (parser). The semantic lexicons tokens based on Stanford tagger
resources such as Word Sense Disambiguation, WordNet
and Quranic Glossary are able to help analyzing the text Next step is running the annotated output from
structure and its meaning. The linguistic techniques are preprocessing into GATE application. The output that
also depending on patterns in the text. The patterns were have been annotated with  linguistic  tagging  has been
created based on the POS tagging and regular expression run and  compared to the designed JAPE patterns in
of the patterns in text. The patterns will capture the GATE application. Any matched patterns have been
hyponym and hypernym for instance such as NP, such highlighted.
NP as {NP,}* {(or|and)} NP. For example, the most used The designed JAPE patterns are the seed word
patterns is the lexico-syntactic patterns which is known as patterns of terms House and Day as shown in Figure 2.
Hearst pattern [38]. It find the hyponym and hypernym The terms are selected to be a pattern when its appeared
relations that exist in the text. Some syntactic pattern also frequently in previous experiment that have been
adapted from Hearst?s pattern and others were developed mentioned before. Basically, the term are common words
independently. The example of the pattern used are NP1 but contains the Upper Initial term. The designed patterns
{“,”} “such as” NPList2, NP1 {“,”} “and other” NP2, NP1 have been used as a seed words to get other relations.
“is a” NP2, “the” NP1 “of” NP2 “is” NP3. Patterns are The patterns have been run through a module called JAPE
used to find relationship between concepts or relations. transducers. The JAPE transducer can filter the annotated
The pattern is able to find some hidden information. terms according to designed patterns.
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Fig. 1: The Detail Process of Synonym Relations Extraction

Fig. 2: The JAPE Pattern.
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Table 1: Result of the Extracted Terms 
No. Of Verses Terms from Seed Word Pattern 1 Terms from Seed Word Pattern 2

Hajj Domain 53 the House the appointed Days
Allah House the Last Day
the first House the Day of Assembling
the Sacred House the Day of the conquest
the House (of Allah)
Sacred House
(Sacred) House
the Ancient House
the ancient House
this House

5 chapters Al-Maarij (44 verses) 176 None a Day
the Day
the Day of Resurrection
that Day
Day of Recompense
Day

Nuh (28 verses) None the Day of Resurrection 
Al-Jinn (28 verse) None None
Al-Muzzammil (20 verse) None The Day 

a Day
the Day of Resurrection

Al-Muddathir  (56 verses) None None
Qur’an 6236 the House the Day of Recompense

Allah House the Day of Resurrection
the first House the Last Day
the Sacred House a Day
the House (of Allah) the Day (of judgement)
Sacred House the appointed Days 
(Sacred) House the Day
the Ancient House that Day
the ancient House this Day
this House six Days

the Days of Criterion
a Great Day
the Day of Battle
the Day of Hunain
appointed Day
the Day of the time
the Day of Judgement
the Day of Reckoning
the Day of Mutual Meeting
a painful Day
the Days of Allah
a Day of eternal life
a hard Day
a known Day
the Day of Gathering
the Day of Mutual Loss and gain
a heavy Day
the True Day
the Day of Conquest

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS selected surah which consist of 176 verses and a whole

As the intended output is to produce Hajj ontology, terms using the seed words patterns produced terms as
53 verses related to Hajj domain has been experimented shown as in Table 1. The Table 1 shows that the seed
has been experimented. The verses contain different word pattern is able to extract synonym relations. The two
topics of Hajj. The experiment also used another five patterns have been designed to extract the synonym

Qur’an (6236 verses) as input data. The extractions of
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relations to terms House which is referring to the Ka’bah CONCLUSION
and the synonym relation of term Day which is referring
to the Al-Qiyamah. 

From the Hajj domain, pattern 1 have extracted mostly
all terms related to House which is 93% precision and
pattern 2 have extracted all terms. However, from five
selected surah or chapters, none terms have been
extracted by pattern 1 and only three chapters have been
extracted by the pattern 2. It means that, the Pattern 1
doesn’t applicable for the five surah. Meanwhile the
pattern 2 has extracted terms such as the Day of
Resurrection and the Day of Recompense and other
common terms such as the Day, Day, a Day and that Day.
The common terms cannot be used as synonym relations.

Based on the Qur’an input, the used of pattern 1 has
extracted terms which is the same as extracted terms from
Hajj domain. It is because only verses related to Hajj that
consist of the term  House.  The  only  term  that  cannot
be  extracted  by  pattern  1  is  the  term  the first House
(of worship). It cannot be extracted by both inputs.
Meanwhile the pattern 2 have extracted more terms as
compared to the Hajj domain and also the five selected
surah. It has extracted the common term such as this Day,
that Day, a Day and also synonym relations such as the
Great Day, the Day of Resurrection and the Appointed
Days. The terms the Day of Resurrection is frequently
appeared in the Qur’an input which is can strongly
recommend as a synonym relation to the term Day.
However, there are also terms related to the  pattern  2 that
have false extracted such as the Day of Battle, the Day of
Hunain and six Days. The Day here is actually referring to
the battle day and the six days of Allah created the
heaven  and  the  earth.  Also,  the  pattern  cannot  extract
other term such as the torment of a Day, the Day of
sorting out and the Day of the time appointed.

Based on the three groups of the input Data, we can
conclude that the pattern 1 is suitable for verses related to
Hajj and the terms that synonym to the Kaabah are the
House Allah, the first House, the Sacred House, the
Ancient House. Meanwhile the pattern 2 is applicable for
a whole Qur’an where it can extract the synonym of Al-
Qiyammah. The terms are the appointed Days, the Last
Day, the Day of Assembling, the Day of the conquest, the
Day of Resurrection, the Day of Recompense, the Day of
Judgement, the Day of the time appointed, the Day of
Reckoning, the Day of Mutual Meeting, a painful Day,
the Days of Allah, a Day of eternal life, a hard Day, a
known Day, the Day of Gathering, the Day of Mutual
Loss and gain, a heavy Day, the True Day and a great
Day.

The technique used to extract synonym according to
the designed patterned has been presented. The patterns
used the GATE application which utilized the JAPE
pattern. Later, the extracted synonym of terms can be
used for the ontology development. Both patterns are
applicable for extracting significant terms to be relations
to the Kaabah and Al-Qiyammah. Among the patterns,
pattern 2 demonstrates that it can be generally use for
extracting the synonym relation. Meanwhile the pattern 1
is only applicable for Hajj domain. Future works includes
extracting other relations in the corpus to build concepts
hierarchy.
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